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Physics. - Communicf1tion N°. 59a from tbe Pbysical Laboratory 
by Prof. H. KAMERLINGH ONNES: u Contributions to the know
ledge of VAN DER WAALS' lfJ-su1'face. r. Graphical treatment 
of the transverse-plait". 

(Rend June 30, 1900.) 

1. Arcording to VAN DER WAA.LS' theory it is possible by means 
of l:l sufficient number of weU selected observations with mixtures of 
two known normal substances, to determine the constants (a12 and b12 

of VAN DER WAALS), wbich allow us to construct the general equation 
of state for the mixtures of these substances and especially to predict 
the phenomena of condensation by If'"surfaces derived from tbat equa
tion of state. 

KUENEN, who among other things aimed at determining VAN DER 

WAALS' constants for mixtures of methyl chloride and carbon dioxide, 
bas mentioned already in his thesis for the doctorate that calcul~ 
ations had been made in order to construct the l/l-surfaces from tJle 
observatioDs for mixtures of these snbstances. 

I bnve carried ont and very nearly completed these calculations 
for tbe temperature at which KUENEN bas made his most important 
observatiolls, i. e. tbose on the retrograde condensatioll. 

For each of the values of the molecular proportion of 002 in his 
mixtures re = 0, re = VIJl' te = 1/2, :c = 3/4 , lIJ = 1 KUENEN gives tbe 
values of tbc constants RZ1 bZI fizI Ez = Taz in the eql1ation of state 

RzT 
p=-

v-bz 

(p = tbe pressure in atmospheres, v = the volume referrcd to tbe 
normal-volume, T= absolute temperature). 

By means of tbis I calculated the free enel gy for mixtures of tbe 
composition :l', 

IfJz == - J p du + R T ~.t'lOg lIJ + (1-re) log (l-a")~ , 

(to wbich 1) a temperature function linear in te can be added 2» for equal 

V 

1) In the drawings we ha.ve used forfo ilv:.F dv + 9.4383. 
rIJ 

~} VAN DEI' WAALS.- Théar. Ma}éa. p. ll. 
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molecular quantities and then represented them graphically (see P1. H, 
fig. 2); the abscissae represent lOû,ÛOûth parts of the_ theoretical 
nOl'mal volume, and the ordinates gi ve - l/lre in atmospheres 
X the theoretical normal volnme, so that these lines are projections 
on the Ill/l-plane of sections of the l/l-surfr..ce by planes Ir = 0, 
Il = 1/4,1 Il = 1/21 Il = 3/41 Il = 1. The x-coordinate is chosen perpendic
ular to the l/lv-plane as in the case of Y AN DER WAALS. For the 
mixtures Il = 3Js and Il = 5Js values of are, breI f3rel Rre were chosen as 
nearly as possible in agreement with those given by KUENEN and 
l/'-lines were calC'ulated 'with t}lese also. 

We then derived from these lines the projections on the te IJI-plane 
of the sections of the 1p-surface by planes v = const., which are 
represented in PI. lI, fig. land other auxiliary lines were drawn, 
which linea together with their projections on the Il v-plane, shown 
in fig. 3 and 4, will be considered in the following §§. 

In this way we succeeded in obtaining by means of the constants 
aal and bz derived from the observations a representation of the 
entire first plait in the case of KUENEN'S experiments. 

Originally however I expected to attain more in a graphical man
nel'. For the condensation phenomena can he easily followed in all 
their details w hen the binodal curve and ths direction of the tangent
chords are known (comp. following communication § 5), whereas the 
determination both of 1he binodal curve and the tangent-chords thern
selves from the equation of state by analytical processes is certainly 
exceedingly complicated even when it is feasible. 

I had hoped th at this problem of VAN DER WAALS' theory cou1<1 
be graphically solved nsing as a basis the graphical representation 
mentioned and that it would have enabled me to determine numerically 
all the phenomena of condensation from the know ledge of a smaH 
number of constants (VAN DER W AALS' a12 and b12, if necessary 
augmented by some empirical constants of cOl'rection) in the way 
mentioned in the beginning of this paper fol' any mixture af any 
tem peratu re. But this proved to involve great difficulties. 

2. The difficulties whlch hinder us from obtaining an exact numer
ical solution, proceed from the fact that Y AN DER WAALS' theo
retical equation of state both as originally given and as modified 
empirically by KUENEN according to CLAUSIUS, do not give with 
sufficient accuracy the real behaviour of tbe pure substances and 
the mixtures. 

We tried whether from isothermals, experimentally determined by 
KUENEN at higher temperatures combined witb RAMSA.Y'S simple 
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relation for the variation of the pressure with the temperature 
p = .A T + B, tbe isothel'mals i;n the unstable part eaald be extra~ 
polated. But this did not lead to a sati'5factory result. 

Therefore it is absolutely necessa.ry to use an equation of state 
in suffident agreement with the observations: ho wever empirical its 
form may be, in order to foretell from other observations on mixtures 
of two substances the pbenomena of condensation of mixtures of 
thase same substances under definite circumstances. 

In the eauation af state used bv KUENEN we have allo wed for . " 
tbc fact tbat all and a22 are temperature functions as has been also 
assumed by VAN DER WAALS far other developments. Tbe identity 
uaed by KUENEN Toz = Ez wbere Kz = Kll,c2 + 2K12 te (1-.1') + K22 

(I_:c)2 causes tbe replacement of a12, which probably is also a 
temperature funetion, by the less variable Kl2' but this K l2 cannot, 
any more than al2 be determined with sufficient accuracy from the 
observations. 

Às for the empirical correction by means of CL AUSIUS' /3, we 
cannot accept th at this would lead us to lbe calculation of the pres
Bure of tbe mixtures with a definite composition, volume and tempera
ture, at any rate not ta the calculatian of tbe pressm"e in conditious 
snch as that of the co-existing phases, with an accuracy within the 
Jimits of the errors of observation. For it is onlv within a limited 

v 

range that this empirical correction holdE. in the case of a simple 
snbstance. Much more is to be expected in this Ilirection from the 
rational method for the determination of empirical corrections of 
VAN DER W A.A.LS' a and b, follawed by REINGANUlII in his thesis 
for the doctorate 1). 

In order ta obtain, regardless of any equation of state, empirically 
true representations of observed isathermaIs, I have tried to represent 
tllese accurately by means of a series within the Iimits ofthe errors 
of observaiion. The investigation relating to this, has been progress
ing, so that I hape to be soon able to goi ve a C'ommunication 
on this subject. The fallowing ho wever has been worked out in~ 
dependently of the resuIts obtainecl thereby. 

Even if one has at one's disposaI a sufficiently accurate series or 
otber empirical representation for one simple DOl'mal substance, from 
which IDight be calculated that for a second simiIar substance 2) \ 
(i. e. belonging t() the same class of substances) according to VAN DER 

WAALS' law of corresponding states by IDeans of two constant relations 
(for instance that of the critical pressures alld that of the critical 

1) M. REINGANUM, Theorie u. Aufstell. einer Zustnndsgleichung. Diss. Gottingen 1899. 
2) KAMERLIl"GII Ol/NES, Verb. Kon. A. v. W. Amsterdam 1881, p. 11. 

19 
Proceedings Royal Acad Amsterdam. Vol. 111. 
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temperatures) even then the question remains how far the homogeneous 
mixtures of two similar normal sub'3tances satisfy the law of 
eorresponding states. At present it is doubtful whether this is the case 
in the same degree as for simple substances of the same group, as 
a mixture is generally not mechanically similar to a simple sub
stance 1). According to VAN DER WAALS' law however the homo
geneous mixtures satisfy his law of correspondillg states. Therefore 
we may eaU tbis theory, the theory of the ideal mixture. Accol'ding 
to that thcory we ean calculate the isothermal for each mixture 
from that of a simple standar_d substance by means of 2 constant 
relations, e.g. thosc of the critical temperatures '1 xk and critical pres
sures Pxk of mixtures of the composition IV, provided they are homo
geneousi or expressed differently: the IJl-curve can be ohtained from 
that of the simple sub stance by linear magnification in two duee
tions 2). As a given I/I-surface corresponds to a gi ven T, the l/J,x

lines appearing on it (given by 

I/Iz = - JPdV + ET ~ x lOf! x + (I-oT) lOf! (I-x) ~ 

I/Ix l/1z f P dv T ~ I C =-Tj =- -0 +-, mlof!IV+(l-.v)log(l-x)( 
pz Vk 1l kx Pk Vk 'hx } 

-qr,x = R~:x = - ~J:n; dCi} + 7::e 1 x log re + (1 - .1') lOf] (1 - :c)! ' 

where n and (cJ are the reduced pressure and the redueed volume, 
1Jf,x the reduced I/Iz aod G a constant identical for all substances of 
the same group 3»), can be derived from thc l/I-curves for a simple 
similar substance, but they relate to the reduced tempelatures 

T ,.. __ 4) 
~:e - • 

TxTr. 
In how far mixtures of normal substances deviate from this ideal 

case has not yet been investigated, to solve this problem it will 

1) Comp. ibid. p. 24. 

2) Comp. ibid. p. 23. 

S) Comp ibid. § 4. 
4) 'J.'he conditiolls for th.ermodynnmical similarity have been given by me in ComIll. 

no. 23. ZlItmgsverslag 25 Jon. '96. Only wh en these conditiolls are satisJied, the 
temperatme functi.on WhlCh is hnear in al will vary in n corresponding manner for tbe 
difterent temperatures. 
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be necessary to make observations, not less extensive than those 
by ÀMAGAT for simple substallces. 

If we accept that the mixtures obey the law of corresponding 
states, we must yet consider how far we may express the critical 
temperatures, pressures (and volumes) for sueh mixtures by means 
of two constants a12 and b12 by the equations 

T _ C all {lJ2 + 2 a]2 {IJ (1 - ao) + a22 (1 - {IJ)2 

rek - 1 bll 3)2 + 2 b12 {IJ (1 - .v) + b22 t1 - .1')2 

C, all.v2 + 2 a]2 a; (1 - {IJ) + a22 (1 - ao)2 

Pirk = 2 {bllx2 + 2 b12 {IJ (1 - {IJ) + b22 (1 - a"2W~ 

Virk = Cs! bn ao2 + 2 b12 aJ (1 - x) + b'!,2 (1 - $)21 

in which Cl, C2 a~d Cs are the same constants for all su bstances, 
or whether more complex functions of ::c are required therefor. 

For the treatment of these two last problems in the case of 
KUENEN'S experiments I refer to a joint communication by Dr. M. 
REINGANUM and myself 1). 

With reference to KUENEN'S experiments, it may be mentioned that 
a new redudion of the combined ohservations (by means of graphical 
representations and by series) is being worked out, from which we 
can deduce more satisfactorily than is now possible wh at degree of 
accuracy is attained in these experiments. 

3. Now I return to thc treatment of the problem to be Bolved. 
I have made use for this purpose of two methods, and have 

sometimes completed the reslllts of the one with those of the other method. 
In the fi.rst place, from the drawings mentioned in § 1, other 

graphical representations are deduced by means of constructions, which 
lead to the solution of the problem in hand, (comp. for instance 
§ 8); this will be called the gmphical method in a plane. In 
the second pI ace, a plaster cast of VAN DER WAALS' surface was 
made 2) in order to make constructions on it, for instance to 
determine the connoclal curve IJy rolling a glass-plate C'overed with 
lamp black over the plait. This wili be called the gmphical 
method by the model. With the first method, when the eqllation of 
state p = f (v, x, fP) has once been given, the accuracy can be 
raised indefinitely without ally material difficulties. The only thing 

1) Same Proceeding~, following paper. 
2) A diagrammatical model of the 1[1 surfoce hos been mode by VAN DER W HLS and 

IS replesented in Thé9r. Mol. p. 28. 

19* 
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necessary is to make new dl'awings on a largel' scale relating to those 
parts of the surface that are to be iu vestigated more in detail (com p. 59b). 

With the sRcond mothod the material difficulties increase, whether 
we desire to make casts of greater dimensions, or to add separate 
detailed casts on a larger sc ale as auxiliary figures to the original casts, 
as sa on as we wish ta attain a higher degree of accuracy (camp. 59b). 

This bacomes obvious wheu we see how little defined are the plaits by 
which the phenomena of condensation are determined, especially in 
the neighbourhood of the plait-point which strikes one immediately 
when one compares PI. I. _ 

For my Brst treatment of KUENEN'S experiments I used only the 
grapbical methad in a plane. But as the numerical treatment of 
the problem became more difficult, the value of the qualitative 
treatment increased . 

• 
.A.s soon as I could avail myself of the assistance of a modelIer, 

Mr. ZAALBERG- VAN ZELST, I had a plaster-cast of the 1p-surface made 
fram the graphical representation in plane. For this purpose moulds 
were used canstructed from curves calculated and drawn by me 
for 1px = j (11) and 1/1. = f(x) (camp. § 1). 

When the cast - 30 cm. long, 20 cm. wide and 40 (lID. high -
was ready, though able to give a distinct representatian of the 
plait, it appeared toa smaH far several constructions and so a new 
cast was made of twice these dimensions, based on the same draw~ 
ings. This larger pattern, even when hollowed, is rather heavy I 

(80 K.G.) but it proved to be highly satisfactory for several construc
tions. By rolling the glass plate over it, a fairly regular binodalline with 
the tangent-chords was obtained, and Ba the relative positions of 
the critical point of contact and of the plaitpoint could be demon-

dIJ' -
strated. For the construction of the curves - = p = const., the cur~ 

dv 
al/) 

ves of pressure, and - = const., the curves of substitution potential, 
d.c 

(obtained in the graphical representation in plane by drawing 
lines of contact), a hinged pair of bars with 
1ere1 and scale was used (see fig. 1), which is 
p1aced on the cast by means of two pins separ~ 
ated by one cm. The curves drawn on the cast 
can be easily projected by means of a system 
of curves v = const. and x = const. The tan~ 
gent-chords to the cast were represented by 
stift' wires. 

Fig. 1. The cast thus obtained was in the main the 
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same as that repl'esented photographically on Plate 1. .A.mong other 
things fig. 5 Plate 1 \ in HARTMAN'S thesis for the doctorate was 
derived from it 1). Photographs of this surface were given by me 
to some colleagues at thr. Naturforscherversammlung at Dusseldorf 
(1898), also 1 presented a few persons interested in it with casts 
of the smaller pattern and of that part of the larger pattern which 
is near the plaitpoint. 

4. If at the time, the construction of a model to accurately represent 
the reality involved many difficulties resuJting from the complications 
mentioned in § 2, it appeared to me, as the number of the applic
ations of V.A.N DER W.A.A.LS' tbeory increased, to become more and more 
desirabie to know in detail the properties of the plait obtained, especi
ally in the neighbourhood of the plaitpoint, and to render the gra
phical construction of the connodal line, the tangent-chords alld 
the conpensation phenomena now more useful rather for explaining 
this theory than for calculating' the numerical results of the observations 
from V..lN DER W A..A.LS' theory. For it is obvious that a true know
ledge of the behaviour of idea! mixtures is an indispensable guide 
in experimental researches of rea I mixtures. And the difference will 
not be so very important if we all ow the lJI·curves in this illustratiou 
to deviate as they approach tho side of the small volumes, provided 
that this is done in a corresponding manner. I resolved therefore to 
modify the cast in order to make it suit tbe desired purpose. 

For this care must be taken, that at any rate tbe lJI-curves assumen 
for the simple substances strictly satisfy the law of correspónding 
states. But on the other hand, tbe desire to ill ustrate V A.N\ DER 

W A..A.LS' theory for a case, which agrees as well as possible 
with actual measurements - in this oase KUENEN'S - remained 
justified. Therefore it seemed to me desirabie to apply the empirical 
correction, obtained by including CLA.USIUS' (3:& into the equation of 
state, which also analytically only slightly changes most of the deve
lopments of VA.N DER W A.A.LS. Here the (3:& mustsatisfy the condition 

th (iz 
at - = n for all mixtures bas the same value as for the two mixed 

bz 

substances. 
For a givep. lJI-surface, it is of no moment that we put Taz = Kz, 

yet this supposition has been included in v A.N DER W.A.A.LS' equa
tion of state in order to link the latter to the observed isot.hermals 

1) CH. M. A. HA"RTMAN, Metingen omtrent de dwarsplooi op het !/i-vlak van VAN 

DER WAALS bij mengsels van chloormethyl en koolzuur. Dias. Leideu 1899, 
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for other temperatures a.nd to bet ter deduce the critical temperatures 
and tbe critical pressures of the homogeneous mixtures Txk' pxk. 

(The two above mentioned empirical corrections used by CLAU~ 
SIUS were rhiefly employed to obtain a better agreement with the 
density and tbe tension of the saturated vapour. And so it is 
obviously useful to apply them where we have especially in view 
the phenomena of condensation.) 

For KJ: and Vz we kept to the (ideal) form of the second degree 
in :r of VAN DER WAALS. 

For these reasons we chose as the equation of state 

RT Kx 
p = v-bx - 'l'(v + (3)2 

Kz = Kn x2 + 2 Kl2 :r (I-a:) + K22 (1-x)2 
bz = bn :r2 + 2 b12 :r (I-a:) + b22 (1-:r)2 

(3 = nb 

v expressed in terms of tbe theoretical normal volume. 
The rensons for choosing the new values for an! a22! a12! bn; b12! b22 

and for n = ~, are explained in a combined communication with 

Dr. REINGANUM, who to my great satisfaetion I faund ready to 
undertake together with me the accurate graphical in vestigation of 
that part of the surface near the plait~point which on fig. 3, PI. II 
is shown by the small rectangle. The original cast was modified 
in connection with tbat combined investigation until it agl'eed with 
tbe new data. I owe thanks for tbe valuable assistance of Dr. 
REJNGANUM in this and in the following constructions. 

5. Plate 1 shows a photographical reproductioD of the cast ob~ 
tained in this way, taken from the side corresponding to the methyl~ 
chloride. ~rhe lfI~curve of pure methylcbloride stands out clearly hy 
the shadow and has moreover been dotted. The depth in the plait 
is revealed by the shadow cast by the tangent-chords. Tbe rep re
sentation of the casts did not appear to be so much improved by 
stereoscopie photogTaphs, that it outweighed the greater complication 
of the process. 

Fig. 1, 2 and 3 of PI. II are the above mentioned projections on the 
lf'X IfIv, and :rv plan es of curves drawn on the I/J-surface. 1) In fig. 1 

1) Jn order not to render the drnwings indistinet we have not drnwn a rechmgulnr 
system of equidi&tant lines a thing whieh can ensily be done by every one who wants to 
make numerical lendings on the drawings. 
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(projection on the xlf'-plane) the projections of the substitution potential 

curves, or more simply the substitution curves, (:: = const. ) have 

been dotted. In fig. 3 (projection on the .rv·plane) the pressure curves 

( - ~: =p = const.), are drawn, and the substitution curves are doited. 

In fig. 4 the substitution curves are dotted and the curves for whicb 

'I' + dl/l. (1-11') _dlfJ v = #2 = const., the potential curves of the second 
dx dv 

component, are lined. Àccording to VANfDER WAALS' theory (Théor; 
Moléc.) these three curves are sufficient for the determination of the 
co-existing phases. 

How the substitution- and tbe pressure-curves have been obtained 
is mentioned in § 3._ The graphical determination on the cast was 
tested with that on the plane. 

6. First must be mentioned briefly how the potential curves are 
determined, both by construction on the plane and on the 
cast. In the first case I started from the figures 1 and 2, PI. II, 
which give the sectioDs of the 1p-8urface by planes containing 
the line v=O, x=l,OOO (the lfJ-axis on the side ofthe methylchloride). 
If in fig. 2 we rotate 1) the xv-plane with the lines .T = con.st. = 
A, .v = B etc., (the projectioTIs of the lfJz-curves) dmwn on it, round 
the v-axis on the lfJv plane, the plane of the figure ; the sections a, b etc. 
of the planes just mentioned, containing the line x= 1,000, v=O, 
by the xv-plane, rotate inio the plane of the figure and appear as 
radii (starting) from the point al = 1.000, v = 0, whose points of intersec
tion aA, aB with tbe rotated lines 11' = A, II'=B etc. give the value of v for 
the point of intersection aA, aB, etc. of the plane a with the curves 
1JIÄ, 1pB etc. The line drawn in Pl. II fig. 2 through the point 
of intersection perpendicularly to the v-axis detel'mines through the 
intersection aA with the If'Ä -curve the value of the perpendicular height 
above tbe v-axis, for the point aA' in the rotated figure; ",hile the 
value of v for this point in the rotated figure is found by rotating the 
radius drawn from x = 1,000 v = 0 to Aa on the v-axis. Tbe points aA', 
aB' etc. combined give the rotated oblique section a'. From one 
point #2 on the lfJ-axis (line IV =1,000, v = 0 for the lfJ-surface, 
v:::: 0 for the plane fig. 2) tangents are drawn to 
these rotated oblique sections a', b', whose points of contact 

1) The drnwÎllg witli these cOllstructions can be omitted as it is somewhnt comillicnted. 
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pa', f1b', (-Ic' are points of contact of a plane drawn through the 
point ,U2, with the lJI-~urface, which points of contact (-lal f1b' etc. 
are rotated on tbe plane of drawing round the line i = 1,000, 
v = O. The co-ol'dinate l.{J(La' of Pa' in tbe drawing is also the co
ordinate l.{J(La, of the point of contact in the section with the plane 
a, returned into its previous position, while the abscissa V(La, measured 
aJong tbe radius a gives the place of the pIOjection on the a'v-plane 
of the point of contact Pa The point" pb. Pb .•• are therefore com
bined bya smooth lina mto a potentiaI curve for the value P2' The diffe
rent curves, obtained hy repeating the last constructÏons with several 
values of fl, give the systpm of-potential curves in the .xv-plane, fig. 
4, PI. Ir when the v-axis of fig. 2 is again considered as v-axis 
and the lP-axis of fig. 2 as a'-axis. 

The construction by means of the model is immediately derived from 
this. We ubed a pair of sliding compasses witb points, long enough 
to continue the cnllstruction also within the p1aIt. One of tbe 
points has the ordinary form, and is placed on the top of a rod 

which is movable in the lme 
:1'= 1,000 v=O and terminating at 
the height p. Tbs other movable 
point is fork-shaped (see fig. 2) 
of which the twa prongs one cm. 
apart are situated in a straight 

FIg. 2. lme with the fixed point. When, 
during the sliding of the fark, we try where the two teeth rest 
on the cast, we find the pluce where a line of contact to tbe sur
face, goes through the point p. In order to obtain the projection 
of the potential curve found on the cast, we use again the system 
formed by tho curves v = const. a' = const. on the Ip-surface. 

7. Tbe figures drawn seem to me weIl adapted for giving us a 
very clear representation of the thermodynamical proper ties of the 
mixtures according to VAN DER WAALS' theory. 

Many peculiarities are to be observed in the course of the different 
lines. I shall drawattention to only a few. The limiting-forms of 
the pressure-curves are for very large volumes straight lines across 
the surface, parallel to tbe .r-axis; with small volumes the curve 
tends agam to become rectilinear, but in that case its general 
dirf?ction is at some small angle witb regard to the x~axiB. This 
follows immediately from the theory. The point of inflection of the 
prestmre-curves through the plaitpoint is situated, reckoned from the 
liquid-side, fm th er than thc plaitpoint (this pl'operty was formerly 
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communicated orally to me by VAN DI~R WAALS). Through both 
the ends of a tangent-chord pass the same curves of pressure, of 
substitution and of potential (a thing which we can see for our
sel veE> by 1aying the tracing of one figure on the other). Through 
these points pass a1so the potential lines for the first component. 
These are the chief conditions ad vaneed by VAN DER WAALS. 

The curve of pressure toucheE> the tangent-chord in the critical 
point of contact. This has been pointed out by HARTMAN (Comm. 
N°. 56). 

The points of intersection of the theoretical and the experimental 
isothermals are sItuated almost in a straIght line going through the 
crltical point of contact. The point of inflection of the pressure 
curves in the unstable part is situated also in a line deviating but 
slightly from a straight lino towards the slde of the small vol
umes; the critical point of lhe homogeneous mixture lies also 
towards the side of the smal! volumes, with regard to the point of 
intersection with the experimental isotherrnal. (Comp. HARTMAN, 

footnote Comm. N°. 56). 
The substitution curves run parallel to the v-axis for large vol

umes. For smaller volumes they begm to iucline towards the plait, 
this incll!lation lncreases as thoy re,teh farthel' down into the p1ait, 
it attains a maximum and decreases again in the direction of the 
smaller values of x. The lowest point of the bend is outside the 
plait. 

'rhe substitution-cnrve of the plaitpoint envelops the connodalline, 
according to properties found by KORT EWEG, and shows a point of 
inflection that corneA within the plait from the side of the smaller 
volumes. The substitution line'3 interseet the pressure curves within the 
connodal line. The divergence of their general dJrection in the plait 
agrees best with that of the tangent-chords. 

The genera] direction of the potential lines for larger volumes lies 
obliquely over the I/l-surface from the side of the smaller volumes and 
smaller composition-ratios towards the side of the larger volumes and 
larger rati08. Towards the plait they show a bend, which is more 
acute than that of the substitution-line and on entering further into 
the plait these increase ra.pidly in acuteness, so that they, like the 
pressure curves project beyond the limits of the surface. The lowest 
point of the bend lies within the plait. The greatest convexity 
towards the plaitpoint of the aubstitution lines flnd of the potential 
linea coming from the side of the large volumes within the plait is 
situated together with the greatest concavity of the pressure-curves 
on that side more or less on the axis of the parobola by which 
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the projection of the connodal-line is approximately represented (in 
other respects it is better represented by a hyperbola). 

8. The determination of the co·('xisting phases by graphical 
solution in the plane surface. Attention has been drawn to the 
difficulties, attending the precise graphical solutions by means of 
the plaster-cast. These are very great when we want to determine 
the connodal-line by means of rolling a lampblacked glass plate over the 
cast, which method is in other respects the mOot direct expression 
of VAN DER WAALS' solution of rhe problem. Hardly perceptible 
deviations of the surface have a great infiuence on the shape of 
this curve. Therefore it is desirabIe to be able to determine the 
connodal-line and also the tangent-chords by a construction for 
which we only need to make drawings on a plane 1). The 
graphical representatians discussed jn the farmer sections offer a 
means far this. For if we return ta the condition advanced-by 
VAN DER W liLS for the co-existence of two phases,_namely 

where ' refers to one phase and " ta the 
knaw the co-existing phases as those, in 

dl./l dl./l 
as a function of - and - for tho same 

d.c dv 

twice has the same value. 

other, then we gat to 
which P2 considered 

dl./l and dl./l value of 
dv da; 

If now we trace the course of a curve fl2=const. in the curvllinear 
system of the pressure- and the substitution-Imes in the xv projec
tion, and if we transform this system of curves into one which is 
rectilinear and rectangular and Oll which along the axis of ordinates 

a suitable function of dl./l is measured, and along the axis of 
da; 

abscissae a suitable function of dl./l, the !-l-line by this process will 
dv 

become a loop-shaped figure, of which the double-point is at tbe 

values of dtp and d!fJ I which correspond to the composition and the 
dv da; 

volume of the co-existing phases. 

1) RIECKE, Ueber dIe Zustondsgleichung von CLA.USIUS. WIed. Ann. 54, p. 739, 
treats the co·existing phllses of !l. simple substonce graphicnlly) Comp. also H. K. O. 
Verh. Kon. Akad. v. Wet. XXII, p. 13, 1881). and mentIons p. 744 that by menns 
of the thermo-dynamical potential thlS could be done in a sImIlor woy for mix.tures. 
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For the representation of Ps as ordinate we have chosen in fig. 3 
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sueh a function of dl/J,8 = f(dl/J) that the substitution-lines, belong-
dJ; dr: 

ing to regularly increasing values of this 8 for large volumes, run 
at equal distanees in the xL-plane. For simplicity's bake we bave 
in order to determine 8 in this way not taken an infinitely large 
volume, for whieh we should bave 

I dlfJ 
/iTdii' 

1 dlJl 

1 + eRTdZ 

but the volume at the end of the drawing (0,034) fig. 3, PI. I; 
where the value can be read directly. It does not deviate much 

from that for an infinitely large volume. Às function of dlfJ we 
du 

migbt cho08e w = (dIP)-l= ~ so that for large volumes the 
du p 

pressure curves belonging to regularly incrcasing values of 
this w run at equal distances. But in order to be able to read 
the value irnmediately on the drawing fig. 3, PI. lI, we have 
chosen thA.t function of P, which for :IJ = 0 becomes equal to v. 
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The sbape of tbe closed loops in the annexed fig. 3, obtained in 
this way, still shows smaH irregularÜies, whièh are owing to in
accuracies in the construction. However I thought the figure of 
sufficient importance io give it here even in its imperfect state. 
Part of the Joop-shaped figure for small proportions of the most 
vola,tile substanèe is i,n this case cut oft' by the curve 8 = O. The 
line which connects the double points and therefore determines the 
pressure for co-existing phases as a function of the substitution 

Potential d
tfJ

, is in this figure a straight line. As the substitution 
d~ ~ -

and the pressure-curves belonging to reg-ular increasing values of 
wand 8 in the aov-plane for large volumes, form a nearly regular 
rectangular system, the connodal line in the :/'v.plane wiIJ also be 
a straight line for large values of the volumes. In connection· with 
tbis result I may rem ark tbat aecording to an oral communieatiori to 
me VAN DER WAALS has derived from his tbeory, that the 
connodal linè for the plait into whieh thc one investigated here 
passes at 9°,5 the temperature at whieh HARTMAN made his experi
ments, would be almost a straight line on the side of tlie large 
volumes, which is subst:mtially verified by tho,se experiments. 

This appears from fig. 4 drawn by D!. HARTMAN, in which the 
projectiolls of the connodal line with the tangent-chords are repre
sented for 9°.5. In order to make a comparison the plait o~ the 
model (al most that of KUNNEN) has been added on the same scale 
as the drawing. 

Fig. 4. 
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